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Healthcare leaders shine bright

Individuals and organizations were
honored on September 1 at the ninth
annual MediStar Awards. Held at the
Hyatt Regency Louisville, the MediStar
Awards are the region’s premier venue
for recognizing excel lence in t he
business of healthcare.
This year’s award ceremony introduced
a new format where the eight honorees were
announced in print and online in August
and celebrated more extensively at the
award ceremony. More than 200 attendees
showed up to congratulate the honorees
and celebrate their accomplishments in
advancing healthcare in Kentucky and
southern Indiana.

MediStar
Tweets
KLSC: @kylifesciences Kicking off the
#medistar awards with @benkeeton...
Once again an awesome event!
Kentucky REC: @KentuckyREC
#MediStar 2015 Here we go! It’s
a great night to celebrate elite
healthcare leadership in KY!
Campbell Boyer: @CampbellNow
With @benkeeton and @IGEMedia
at the MediStar awards. #medistar

After a toast by Janet Craig of Stites
& Harbison, the MediStar Award cocktail
sponsor, Ben Keeton, publisher of Medical
News and emcee, said, “I’m excited to
celebrate, for the ninth year in a row,
the best of the best in healthcare in our
region. All of the honorees have shown
real ingenuity and passion in their work.”
From the Honorees
The new format allowed for more
time to learn more about each honoree,
such as what influenced them, what they
are proud of, what concerns them, who
they are thankful for. Honorees such as
Kim Hobson, the KAHCF Nurse of the
Year, gave an impassioned speech about

From The
Corner Office
are profoundly affected by the procedures
they are now able to have. Grubb
explained, “My team figured out how to
take an 80 year old heart patient, put a new
heart valve in and have them stay awake
the whole time, which has revolutionized
our entire program.” Grubb marveled at
the newfound ability of these patients to
go home the very next day, “An 80 year
old goes to the operating room, by nine
a.m. he is in the intensive care unit, he
walks to physical therapy, sits in a chair
for lunch and the next day is able to get in
a car go home.”

Kendra J. Grubb M.D.: @KendraGrubb
#MediStar award for Innovation!
Thank you @kymedicalnews!

personal alarms and relationship staffing at
Nazareth Home. Hobson said, “I strongly
encourage you not to use personal alarms
on elders because they increase the risk for
injury and increase the risk for fall. They
are very confusing, especially to frail elders
who hear these noises. They think it’s a
doorbell. They think it’s a cat next door.
They don’t know.”
Kendra Grubb, MD, the KLSC
Healthcare Innovation Honoree for
her direction of the Percutaneous Valve
Replacement Program, reminded us that
behind each innovation are people who

Meet Stephen Houghland, MD,
vice president and chief
medical officer with
Passport Health Plan.
Read more on page 9

Hidden costs of chips
No, not potato chips, micro-chips! Beginning October
1, 2015, merchants and card-issuers may be liable
for fraudulent transactions, depending on who’s the
#LeastTechSavvy. At present, credit card companies,
for the most part, cover the costs of counterfeit
transactions when they occur over their networks.
Read more on page 18

IN THIS ISSUE

Trudi Matthews: @trudimatthews Trudi
Matthews retweeted Kentucky REC
So proud @KentuckyREC was honored
with #Medistar award tonight.
Liz Durst Fowler: @LizDurstFowler
Innovations in Senior Care Thank you
#medistar @KYHealthNews
@IGEMedia for honoring
@hospicebg #LexKy #hospice #hpm

We talked with Stuart
Williams, PhD, the recipient of
the Crowe Horwath Healthcare
Innovation Award in 2013.
Read more on page 4

Ninth annual MediStar Awards celebrate
excellence in the business of healthcare.
By Sally McMahon

Where are
they now?

MARKETING &
BRAND BUILDING
All of the nominees took time to
recognize team members, co-workers,
board members and family. Hall Render
Leadership in Healthcare Honoree, Tony
Zipple, CEO of Seven Counties Services
said, “I’m grateful to my family for their
intense support of my work over the years.
They’ve tolerated my crazy schedule, gave
time to chase more graduate degrees,
supported our move here from Chicago
and have embraced Louisville as their new
home. They have been my anchors and it’s
their love that makes the rest of my work
and life possible.”
T he Med iSta r Awa rd Honorees
repre sent t he i n novat ive work t h at
Kentucky’s healthcare professionals are
contributing to our nation’s healthcare
system. You can learn more about each
honoree and their accomplishments
starting on page 10.

Serving Kentucky and Southern Indiana

Seven Counties Services’ updated brand
keeps it focused on the people served and
people employed.

Seven Counties Services launched a new web
site in July to to help reposition the organization
from one that looked and felt like a quasigovernment agency to one that looks, feels and
acts like a nonprofit organization poised for
community support.
Read more on page 16
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Louisville Innovation Summit to focus
on future of aging care

Hospice of the Bluegrass to
participate in Medicare test program

In one month, the second Louisville Innovation Summit will be held,
gathering 500 executives and entrepreneurs focused on the Future of Aging Care. The Summit features more
than 40 industry visionary speakers
and a Startup Pitch Event showcasing
15 companies with innovative health
technologies to enhance the lives of
senior adults.
The Louisville Innovation Summit is the industry’s only conference
uniquely focused on wellness and aging
care technology and innovation. Th is is
the second such gathering of the largest
collection of thought-leaders, innovators, entrepreneurs and CEOs in lifelong wellness to share ideas and chart
the future of the industry.
Nucleus, an arm of the University
of Louisville Foundation, oversees the
J.D. Nichols Campus for Entrepreneur-

Hospice of the Bluegrass has been
selected to participate in the Medicare
Care Choices Model. Through the
Model, the Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services (CMS) will provide
a new option for Medicare beneficiaries
to receive palliative care services from
certain hospice providers while concurrently receiving services provided by
their curative care providers. CMS will
evaluate whether providing hospice services can improve the quality of life and
care received by Medicare beneficiaries,
increase patient satisfaction, and reduce
Medicare expenditures.
Under current payment rules,
Medicare and dually eligible beneficiaries are required to forgo curative care
in order to receive services under the
Medicare or Medicaid Hospice Benefit.
Fewer than half of eligible Medicare beneficiaries use hospice care and
most only for a short period of time.
The model is designed to:
- Increase access to supportive care
services provided by hospice.
- Improve quality of life and patient/
family satisfaction.

ship and Innovation, a hub of companies and agencies dedicated to aging
care and entrepreneurial pursuits located near downtown Louisville.
Aneesh Chopra, the f irst Chief
Technology Officer of the U.S. and
assistant to President Obama who
helped launch Startup America,
among many other initiatives, will be
the keynote speaker.
More than 50 other top industry
visionaries will be speaking at the Summit, including executives from AARP,
Humana, IDEO, Kindred Healthcare,
Signature Healthcare and many others.
With 21,000+ professionals producing more than $50 billion in revenue, Louisville is home to the nation’s
largest collection of headquarters in
nursing home, rehabilitation, assisted
living and home health administration.

Healthy
hoops
Sept 19, 2015
®

Healthy Hoops Kentucky is a free, fun-filled
event for the whole family. The event uses
basketball to help asthmatic children
ages 7 to 13 lead healthy, active lives.
• Your child can participate in health
screenings, contests, and basketball
clinics hosted by celebrity coaches
and players!
• Parents can attend asthma and
healthy-eating workshops!

Sign Up Now!
If you would like to sign up or to learn more
about the event, please call 502-585-8429 or
1-800-578-0603, press 0, then press 8429.
You may also visit our website at
www.healthyhoopsky.com.
Sponsors
A M E R I H E A LT H C A R I TA S
PA R T N E R S H I P

Healthy Hoops® Kentucky is a program of the Healthy Hoops® Coalition in association
with the AmeriHealth Caritas Partnership.
pass4775v1_Healthy Hoops_5x6.125.indd 1

8/11/15 5:08 PM

- Inform new payment systems for the
Medicare and Medicaid programs.
Hospices across the country were
invited to apply to participate in the
model. Due to robust interest, CMS
expanded the model from an originally
anticipated 30 Medicare-certified hospices to over 140 Medicare-certified
hospices and extended the duration
of the model from 3 to 5 years. Th is is
expected to enable as many as 150,000
eligible Medicare benefi ciaries with
advanced cancers, chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, congestive heart
failure and human immunodeficiency
virus/acquired immunodeficiency syndrome who receive services from participating hospices to experience this
new option and flexibility.

Impact of possible new DOL
regulations regarding white
collar exemptions
On Tuesday, June 30, 2015, the
United States Department of Labor
(DOL) announced its proposals for
updating regulations regarding the
overtime exemptions for white-collar
employees, such as executives, administrative and professional employees. The
regulations were last updated in 2004.
The most signif icant proposal
would increase the current salary
threshold for application of the exemption from $455 per week ($23,660
annually) to $970 per week ($50,440
annually). In other words, under the
new proposal, even assuming that an
employee primarily performs executive, administrative or professional duties as currently provided by the DOL
regulations, if the employee is paid
less than $50,440 annually, the overtime exemption would not apply. The
employee would be entitled to receive
overtime pay for any hours worked over
40 hours in a pay period. The DOL estimates that this change alone will ex-

tend overtime protection to nearly five
million white-collar workers within the
fi rst year of implementation.
In addition, the DOL proposes to
increase the annual compensation requirement for the highly compensated
employees exemption from $100,000 to
$122,140 annually. Finally, the DOL
proposes to establish a mechanism for
automatically updating these compensation levels going forward to avoid the
thresholds from becoming outdated as
time passes between rule making.
The DOL encourages comments
to these proposals be submitted on
the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) web site. The DOL Wage and
Hour Division web site contains additional information on how to provide
comments, information on the deadlines for submitting comments and the
procedures for submitting comments.
— Shannon Hamilton, Stites &
Harbison.
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Eight Stites & Harbison attorneys
named “Lawyer of the Year”
Th e Best Lawyers in America has
named eight attorneys from Stites &
Harbison as “Lawyer of the Year” for
2016. Only one lawyer in each highprofi le legal specialty in large legal
communities is honored as the “Lawyer of the Year.” The honored attorneys
named include:
- Philip Collier: Louisville Litigation
– Banking and Finance Lawyer of
the Year
- Thomas (Tom) Meng: Lexington
Energy Law Lawyer of the Year
- J. David Porter: Lexington Litigation – Trusts & Estates Lawyer of
the Year
- Stephen Ruschell: Lexington Land
Use and Zoning Law Lawyer of

the Year
- James Seiffert: Louisville Mergers
and Acquisitions Lawyer of the
Year
- Gregory Smith: Nashville Family
Law Lawyer of the Year
- Jack Wheat: Louisville Litigation
– Intellectual Property Lawyer of
the Year
- Warren Wild, Jr.: Nashville Real
Estate Law Lawyer of the Year
Of special note, four of Stites &
Harbison’s honored attorneys for 2016
have received the “Lawyer of the Year”
honor two or more times — Philip
Collier, Thomas (Tom) Meng, J. David
Porter and Jack Wheat.

XLerateHealth starts third cohort
XLerateHealth, a 13-week accelerator for early-stage healthcare companies, has named the seven companies
that will participate in its next cohort.

The program began in late August
and ends on Oct. 29 with Demo Day,
wherein the startups present their progress to the community and investors.

New loan forgiveness program
for Ky. dental students
Governor Steve Beshear and
Congressman Hal Rogers announced
a new dentist recruitment program,
called the Appalachian Dental Loan
Forgiveness Program, aimed at promoting sustained oral health and wellbeing in eastern Kentucky.
The new loan forgiveness program is
supported by $500,000 in state funds and
is available for dental students who practice in the region. The dental schools at
the University of Kentucky and University
of Louisville will administer the program,

providing two to five awardees $100,000
each for a two-year commitment.
According to the American Dental
Association (ADA), dentists completing dental school now come out with
a debt of around $280,000. With that
in mind, the Kentucky Department of
Public Health (DPH) worked with staff
at the University of Kentucky and University of Louisville colleges of dentistry
to develop a loan forgiveness program as
an incentive to attract more providers to
eastern Kentucky.

Healthcare software provider will
relocate Prospect office
Homecare Homebase (HCHB) will
relocate from Dallas, Texas to Louisville, Ky. Relocation is necessary because
HCHB outgrew its existing headquarters facility. The Kentucky Economic
Development Finance Authority offered
US$1.5 million in tax incentives. The
granting of tax incentives comes from
the pledge of HCHB to invest $7.8 million in a new facility in Louisville. Esti-

Design Changes Lives

Architecture | Planning | Interior Design
Louisville | Jeffersonville | Shreveport
www.teg123.com | 502.561.8550

mates are that the new Kentucky facility creates over seventy high-paying jobs
during the next ten-years with hourly
wages of an average of $49 per hour.
HCHB Holdings of New York
State is the owner of Homecare Homebase. The company operations current
employ 135 full-time workers. They
specialize in software used by the home
care and hospice care industries.
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Where are they now?
We talked with Stuart Williams, PhD, the recipient of the
Crowe Horwath Healthcare Innovation Award in 2013.
By Sally McMahon
Stuart Williams, PhD, is the director
of the Bioficial Organs Program with
the Cardiovascular Innovation Institute
(CII) at the University of Louisville. The
CII is a non-profit research, development
and translational collaboration between
the University of Louisville and Jewish
Hospital, a part of KentuckyOne Health.
At CII, investigators utilize state-ofthe-art equipment and technologies to
reduce cardiovascular disease’s impact on
healthcare costs and improve and extend
the lives of individuals with cardiovascular
disease.
When asked how winning a MediStar
award affected both him and the CII,
Williams replied, “The award and
recognition provided multiple opportunities
to increase collaborative activities with

MEDI STAR
THE 2015

AWARDS

year, CNN’s Fareed Zakaria explored
inspiring futuristic endeavors in science
and technology, specifically showcasing
3D human organ printing and transplant
pioneered by Williams, for a special edition
of Fareed Zakaria GPS, Moonshots for the
21st Century.
We asked Williams about professional
or personal developments that have
occurred since he won his MediStar
Award and he answered, “I have recently
established the Bioficial Organs Program
with a goal of developing a total bioficial
heart, pancreas and liver to address the
critical need for donor organs.”
The CII had a banner year at the
MediStar Awards in 2013. The CII,
along with architect John Chovan with
Arrasmith, Judd, Rapp, Chovan, Inc., was
also the recipient of the Facility Design
Award. The CII received high marks for

MEDI STAR

Stuart Williams, PhD

individuals and corporations that share
common interests.”
We are not the only one taking notice
of innovation at the CII. Earlier this

THE 2015

AWARDS

the bright and cheerful spaces and the open
plan labs which facilitate collaboration and
scientific discovery.
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Baptist Health
Steven Rudolph was hired as vice president of human resources operations.
Kimberly Scaglione was hired as vice
president of human resources, Kentuckiana region.

Lexington Clinic
Melissa Avery, MD, Matthew Bailey,
MD, and Shuya Wu, MD, PhD, recently
joined the Lexington Clinic.

Commonwealth Orthopaedic Centers
Sports medicine, knee and
shoulder specialist, Adam Metzler,
MD, has been certified by the American
Board of Orthopae- AVERY
dic Surgery.

BAILEY

METZLER

Dr. A rthur Cox, currently serving
as the interim
vice chair at
the South University School
of Pharmacy,
Department of
Pharmaceutical
Sciences, in Savannah, GeorCOX
gia, has been selected as the assistant dean and chair of the
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences.
University of Kentucky

Hardin Memorial
Health
Lennis Thompson, previously the
controller in finance,
was named the new WU
vice president and
chief financial officer.
THOMPSON

Hospice of the Bluegrass

Cassandra
Mitchell was appointed as vice president of Marketing
and Business Development.

MITCHEL

Sullivan University College Of Pharmacy

Joshua Bailey,
MD, board-eligible ARNETT
in pain medicine, UK HealthCare
was recently hired
at Lexington Clinic
Pain Medicine.

BAILEY

Masonic Homes of Kentucky
Debra Finneran BIMSTEIN
was named senior
v ic e
pre sident Pediatric Dentistry.
of Health Care
Administration.

Kentucky Association of Health
Care Facilities
Bruce Linder,
current ly a policy adv isor w ith
the Cabinet for
Health and Family FINNERAN
Services, Depart- Spring Hill Internal Medicine
ment for CommuLaura Larch,
nit y Based SerMD previously with
JOHNSON
vices (DCBS) in
Clark Memorial
LINDER
Frank for t, KenMedical Center
tucky, was hired
– Clarksville, was
as executive vice president.
recently hired.

LARCH

WA N T M O R E M E D I C A L N E W S ?
V I S I T W W W. M E D I C A L N E W S . M D

UAB
Epidemiologist
Donna Arnett was
named Dean of
the UK College
of Public Health.

Enrique Bimstein, MD, professor and University
of Kentucky College of Dentistry
division chief of
Pediatric Dentistry,
has been named
as the fi rst holder
of the John Mink
Endowed Chair in
Darren Johnson, MD, professor and chair of the
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
at the University
of Kentucky, was
elected the 33rd
Southern Orthopaedic Association
president.

Know someone who
is on the move?
Email sally@
igemedia.com.

University of
Kentucky College
of Nursing professor
Sharon Lock, who
serves as the coordinator of the college’s
primary care doctor
of nursing practice
track, was recently
inducted as a FelLOCK
low of the American Association of Nurse Practitioners.

MARSHALL

STEMPLE

Robert Marshall, PhD, and Joseph
Stemple, PhD, professors in the UK College of Health Sciences, received the highest award given by the American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association (ASHA)
for their distinguished contributions to the
discipline of communication sciences and
disorders.
Uspiritus

Kristie Bray
was promoted to
clinical manager of
the Private Residential Treatment Facility program.

BRAY

Wyatt Tarrant & Combs

FINE

Michael Fine,
prev iously w ith
McDermott, Will
& Emory, has joined
as a member of the
fi rm’s Health Care
Service Team.
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Event calendar
Kentuckiana Health Collaborative Community Health Forum

UofL Geriatric Health Care Symposium

Date: September 15
Time: 7:30 – 10 a.m.
15
Location: University of Louisville – Kosair
Charities Clinical & Translational Research Building,
505 S. Hancock St., Louisville, Ky. 40202
To register: Visit khcollaborative.org/events/forumregistration/.

Date: September 18
Time: 7:30 a.m. – 4:45 p.m.
18
Location: Founder’s Union Building, UofL Shelby Campus,
312 N. Whittington Pkwy. Louisville, Ky. 40202
To register: Visit louisville.edu/medicine/cme/events/geriatrics15.

Sept.

2015 Bost Forum: Building Healthy Places

2015 Lean Users Conference
Date: September 15-16
15-16 Infon: Delve deeper into one of the key tools for a successful,
sustainable true lean transformation – 8 Step Problem Solving.
To register: Visit lean.uky.edu/user-2/ or call Sandra Dunn at
(859) 257-4886.
Sept.

Date: September 28
Time: 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
28
Location: Sloan Convention Center, 1021 Wilkinson Trace,
Bowling Green, Ky. 42103
To reg ister: Visit healthy-ky.org.
Sept.

2015 eHealth Summit/KHIE

Kentucky Rural Health Association Annual Conference
Date: September 17-18
17-18 Location: WKU Knicely Center, WKU South Campus,
654 Campbell Lane (For Internet and GPS mapping
services, use 2355 Nashville Road), Bowling Green, Ky. 42101
To register: Visit kyrha.org/event-1865471.
Sept.

Sept.

Date: September 30
Location: Holiday Inn/Sloan Convention Center, 1021
30
Wilkinson Trace, Bowling Green, Ky. 42103
To reg ister: Visit khie.ky.gov/esummit /
Pages /2015eHealthSummit.asp.
Sept.

Business Law
Government Access
Healthcare Regulation
Real Estate
Litigation

201 East Main Street, Suite 900
Lexington, Kentucky 40507
(859) 231-8780 | www.mmlk.com

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

when it comes to healthcare law,
does your law firm even have a pulse?
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UK HealthCare, Cincinnati Children’s sign letter of intent for potential
pediatric heart care partnership

UK HealthCare and Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical
Center have signed a Letter of Intent
(LOI) to move toward a significant partnership to provide pediatric heart care
services in the region.
The partnership combines the
strengths of the region’s leading provider of advanced subspecialty care in UK
HealthCare with one of the country’s
undisputed leaders in children’s health
care, Cincinnati Children’s Hospital
Medical Center. The collaboration will
enable more Kentucky children to receive care closer to home.
Under the terms of the proposal, a
heart surgeon will be jointly recruited

and have a primary appointment at
Cincinnati Children’s in a “two sites,
one program” model; the surgeon will
be based in Lexington and perform services at Kentucky Children’s Hospital.
In addition, a director of the pediatric heart program will be recruited
immediately to oversee the program and
drive its development.
The program director position also
will be based in Lexington and serve as
program liaison for both sites. The director will be employed by UK HealthCare,
report to UK HealthCare’s chief medical officer and will also have reporting
responsibilities to Cincinnati Children’s
Heart Institute leadership team.
Initial joint negotiations began earlier this year and led to the LOI being
signed. Details of the program are to be
finalized during the next few months.
Once the program is operational, a clinical team of physicians from both hospitals may direct regional patients needing
care to Kentucky Children’s Hospital or
Cincinnati Children’s according to the

complexity of their case. Initially, more
complex cases will be sent to Cincinnati
Children’s. Over time as the Lexington
site program matures, more complex
cases may be performed at UK.
Although details are still being
worked out, the fi rst surgical procedure at UK would be targeted for late
2016 or early 2017. UK HealthCare will
also work toward having cardiac subspecialists performing diagnostics and
therapeutic interventions at Kentucky
Children’s Hospital with the support
of Cincinnati Children’s subspecialists

Helping
Kentuckians
Live
Healthier
Lives
Ask your colleagues
about their experience
with Passport and call
us to learn more about
joining our network.

1-800-578-0775

www.passporthealthplan.com

when necessary.
Th is includes developing and implementing shared and common clinical standards for environment, design,
equipment, operations, staffing and
personnel. Additionally, training will
be provided at Cincinnati Children’s
initially and on an ongoing basis for
Kentucky Children’s Hospital personnel.
UK HealthCare’s pediatric cardiothoracic surgical program was temporarily suspended after questions were
raised internally about how best to improve the program.
A task force was formed in 2013
and charged with providing recommendations regarding the future of the
Kentucky Children’s Hospital Pediatric Heart Program including program
scope, resource planning, strategy for
launch and a post-launch monitoring
and oversight plan.
Full letter of intent can be found
at www.uky.edu/PR /News/CCHMCUK_LOI-Fully_Executed_082115.pdf.
— Kristi Lopez, UKNow
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Kentucky REC helps Kentucky healthcare organizations receive recognition
By Megan Housley
Kent uck y
Regional Extension Center (Kentucky
REC), based at
the University
of Kent uck y,
has announced
six Kentucky healthcare organizations
participating in Kentucky REC’s inaugural Patient-Centered Medical Home
(PCMH) Cohort, have received national
recognition from the National Committee for Quality Assurance (NCQA), a
well-respected, non-profit organization
that has been a central figure in driving
improvement throughout the healthcare
system. PCMH designation by NCQA
is an indicator that healthcare practices
and clinics are providing high-quality,
patient-centered care to their clients and
in their communities.
Recognized are:
- UK HealthCare Family and Com-

munity Medicine – Lexington Level 3
- Georgetown Pediatrics – Georgetown - Level 3
- Central Internal Medicine - Lexington – Level 3
- Bluegrass Community and Family
Practice – Bardstown – Level 3
- Family Medicine Clinic of Danville
– Danville, KY – Level 2
- Primary Care Centers of Eastern
Kentucky – Hazard – Level 2
The pioneer provider organizations,
representing more than 75 primary care
providers, joined Kentucky REC’s inaugural group of PCMH practices in early
2014 and have worked diligently to improve patient care in their practices and
communities.
Kentucky REC provides coaching
and assistance to support practices and
clinics as they transform from a traditional sick care model to new models
focused on comprehensive, coordinated
care that keeps patients healthier and reduces complications. At the center of the

PCMH model is a primary care physician office, where healthcare professionals work as a team to provide care that
is individually determined to meet each
patient’s specific need.
Th is approach fosters an environment in which patients develop and
maintain an ongoing relationship with
their primary care physician and a
healthcare team focused on enhanced
care coordination and office-based disease management planning. As such,
the practice becomes the patient’s
“home” for preventive, chronic and
ambulatory care.
The Kentucky REC PCMH Cohort focused on helping the practices
demonstrate that they meet nationally
recognized NCQA PCMH standards.
Practices that achieved recognition
worked with Kentucky REC to demonstrate the practice is able to:
· Provide access during and after business hours and communicate effectively with patients.
· Use readily accessible, clinically use-

ful information to assist in comprehensive care.
· Collaborate with patients and families to pursue goals for achieving optimal health.
· Improve effectiveness of care, safety,
and efficiency by accessing timely information for tests and results, measuring and reporting performance,
giving physicians regular feedback,
and taking actions to improve, and
maximizing use of electronic communications to facilitate coordination of care.
Care provided by primary care physicians in a PCMH is consistently associated with better outcomes, reduced
mortality, fewer preventable hospital
admissions for patients with chronic diseases, lower utilization, improved patient
compliance with recommended care and
lower Medicare costs.
— Megan Housley is with Kentucky
REC.

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT

PREPARE FOR YOUR
FUTURE IN HEALTH CARE
WITH A FIRM THAT IS DEEPLY
ROOTED IN THE INDUSTRY.
Thriving in a constantly changing environment requires
strength and knowledge. With more than 170 health
lawyers in seven offices across the United States,
including our newest locations in Denver, Philadelphia
and Washington, D.C., Hall Render is your source for
practical and strategic.

Hall Render is the largest health care-focused
law firm in the country and has represented
more than 1,500 hospitals and health systems
in general and special counsel matters.
Learn more at hallrender.com.

DENVER | DETROIT | INDIANAPOLIS | LOUISVILLE
MILWAUKEE | PHILADELPHIA | WASHINGTON, D.C.

614 West Main Street | Suite 4000 | Louisville, KY 40202 | (502) 568-1890
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Meet Stephen Houghland, MD, vice president and
chief medical officer with Passport Health Plan
Each month, Medical News catches up
with a hospital or health system leader
to learn about their organization,
interests and favorite pieces of advice.
What’s one thing that really piqued
your interest in healthcare?
Several sports-related injuries as a
youth/adolescent.
What’s one piece of advice you
remember most clearly?
At the time I didn’t really understand that
it was bad advice – “If you didn’t do it or
see it done, it didn’t happen.” That’s not
good advice in any setting that requires
trust and teamwork.
What do you consider your greatest
achievement at Passport so far?
That’s hard because really all our
achievements are the result of so many
people. If pressed, I would say that it is
being part of recruiting and supporting a
high-performing team.
Were you in leadership roles

when you were younger?
Yes. In student government and in sports.
How have your parents influenced your
leadership style? Were there certain
expressions that your parents would
repeat often to you?
I don’t recall anything that they repeated
to me; however, they definitely played
a major role in my development and
as a result there has been some natural
influence on my leadership style. They
were tremendous examples of hard
work, determination, and integrity – all
extremely important attributes.
Any feedback you’ve gotten over the
years about your leadership style that
made you think: “Fair point. I’m going
to make an adjustment”?
Almost daily. The most formative feedback I received early in my career was
about patience and demonstrating more
of it … allowing people to sometimes
fail, as long as the risks weren’t too
great, because it was the best way for
them to learn.

• Hometown:
Beechmont, Kentucky
• Family: Married to
Rhonda, no children
• Previous Job: Medical director
for University Physicians
Associates and the University
of Louisville Physicians
• Greatest Talent: Observing
college students?
Strive to learn something new every day.
The perspective that time brings to a situation is hard to overestimate.
How do you revitalize yourself?
Spending time at home with my wife and
pets. I also enjoy reading from almost any
genre, yes even including “business.” We
also enjoy traveling to new places, especially if a beach is involved.

What advice do you give to graduating

CMS and AMA help providers
prepare for ICD-10
With less than one month remaining until the nation switches from
ICD-9 to ICD-10 coding for medical diagnoses and inpatient hospital
procedures, Th e Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) and
the American Medical Association
(AMA) will continue to help physicians get ready ahead of the October
1 deadline.
In response to requests from the
provider community, CMS is releasing
additional guidance that will allow for
fl exibility in the claims auditing and
quality reporting process as the medical community gains experience using
the new ICD- 10 code set. Recognizing that healthcare providers need help
with the transition, CMS and AMA
are working to make sure physicians
and other providers are ready ahead of
the transition to ICD-10 that will happen on October 1.
Reaching out to healthcare providers all across the country, CMS
and AMA will in parallel be educating
providers through webinars, on-site
training, educational articles and na-

JUST THE FACTS

tional provider calls to help physicians
and other healthcare providers learn
about the updated codes and prepare
for the transition.
CMS’ free help includes the
“Road to 10” aimed specif ically at
smaller physician practices with
primers for clinical documentation,
clinical scenarios, and other specialty-specific resources to help with implementation. CMS has also released
provider training videos that offer
helpful ICD-10 implementation tips.
The AMA also has a broad range of
materials available to help physicians
prepare for the October 1 deadline.
To learn more and stay apprised on
developments, visit AMA Wire. CMS
also detailed its operating plans for
the ICD-10 implementation.
In accordance with the coming
transition, the Medicare claims processing systems will not have the capability to accept ICD-9 codes for dates
of services after September 30, 2015,
nor will they be able to accept claims
for both ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes.

What do you enjoy most about the
Louisville area?
There really isn’t one thing. It’s such a
welcoming community, the food scene
is outstanding, and we love the ability
to take advantage of urban and outdoor
activities without traveling.
Given the choice of anyone in the world,
whom would you want as a dinner
guest?
This is a difficult one. If I could speak to
anyone living or dead, I would say either
Gandhi or Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
although Thomas Jefferson, Ben Franklin,
James Madison, or George Mason would
be high on the list as well, all for different
reasons. I enjoy history. Among the living, I would like to have a conversation
with Atul Gawande, MD.
For what in your life do you feel most
grateful?
My wife, family, friends and health. So
that wasn’t really one thing. I would also
like to add that I am truly grateful for being part of an organization that sets out
each and every day to make decisions that
have a positive impact on our community.

“I know that I’m in
the right place”

The Family Health Centers are dedicated to providing
excellent primary and preventive health care to all, regardless
of ability to pay for these services. We serve the working
poor, the uninsured, those experiencing homelessness,
refugees from all over the world, and anyone in need of
affordable, high quality health care.
To learn more about opportunities in any of our seven
Louisville Metro locations, please contact:
recruitment@fhclouisville.org ǀ 502-772-8574
www.fhclouisville.org
fhclouisville
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MEDI STAR
THE 2015

AWARDS

MEET THE 2015 MEDISTAR
AWARD HONOREES

MEDI STARThe Hall Render Leadership
THE 2015

AWARDS

in Healthcare Award

Presented to a progressive and entrepreneurial individual who is
not afraid to take risks and whose job performance is considered
exemplary by providers, patients and peers.

ANTHONY ZIPPLE
President and Chief Executive Officer, Seven Counties Services
Anthony Zipple has worked tirelessly to increase attention to behavioral health at state and local levels, which includes collaborating
with medical providers to increase access to improved behavioral health services.
As part of the Metro Board of Health and the Metro Criminal Justice Commission, Zipple ensured that behavioral health concerns were
included in relevant public policy arenas. He also collaborated with the largest managed care partners to increase access to high quality,
cost effective behavioral health services, such as the Assertive Community Treatment (ACT) program. ACT is an intensive and highly
integrated approach for community health service delivery, that promotes the participants’ independence, rehabilitation and recovery,
while preventing negative outcomes, such as homelessness and unnecessary hospitalization.
As part of the Mayor’s West End Task Force, a 37-member work group tasked with developing a strategy for reducing violence and
harnessing community resources, Zipple ensured that behavioral health concerns, including suicide prevention and access to behavioral
health services, were included as goals.
Zipple also co-chaired the Bounce Coalition, a Foundation for a Healthy Kentucky-funded project that is working to improve the future
health of children in Louisville, fostering the skills to bounce back from adversity with resiliency and grit.

THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT.
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The Kentucky Life Sciences Council
Healthcare Innovation Award

Presented to an organization that has developed a new
procedure, device, service, program or treatment that
improves the delivery of care.

PERCUTANEOUS VALVE PROGRAM
The Percutaneous Valve Program, led by Kendra Grubb, MD, at Jewish Hospital, performed the ﬁrst TAVR (transcatheter aortic valve
replacement) procedure, which repairs the heart valve in those not well enough to undergo open heart surgery, without general
anesthesia. Conscious sedation, in lieu of general anesthesia, makes for quicker recovery times, shortened hospital stays and cost
savings. The ﬁrst TAVR in Kentucky using conscious sedation was performed at Jewish Hospital on Dec. 11, 2014.
Since the ﬁrst TAVR procedure within KentuckyOne Health was performed at Jewish Hospital in 2011 as part of a clinical trial, 200
patients have beneﬁtted from this minimally invasive procedure, which is a breakthrough in care for patients with severe aortic stenosis.
People with symptoms from severe aortic stenosis have about a 50 percent chance of living two years without aortic valve replacement.
For those who are at high risk and cannot undergo open heart surgery, TAVR is their only option for effective care.
In addition, in early 2015, the percutaneous valve program at Jewish Hospital began performing the minimally invasive mitra clip
procedure. Mitra clip is a minimally invasive treatment for mitral regurgitation. Like TAVR, mitra clip can improve quality of life for those
patients who are at high risk for open heart surgery.

The Kentucky Association of Health
Care Facilities Nurse of the Year Award

Presented to a nurse who has gone above and
beyond their normal responsibilities to improve best
practices and contribute to patient education.

KIM HOBSON
Director of Nursing, Nazareth Home
Kim Hobson began working in healthcare at the age of 17 as a nursing assistant and has been in healthcare for over 27 years with a focus
and passion for long-term care. Hobson received her BS in nursing from Spalding University. She also received certiﬁcation as a Resident
Assessment Coordinator through the American Association of Nurse Assessment Coordinators and completed her Gerontology Certiﬁcation
at Bellarmine University.
Hobson sees her role at Nazareth Home as one of both servant and transformational leader. She focuses on building relationships and
motivating team members through a shared vision and mission. Hobson developed a consistent stafﬁng complement where team members
are assigned to neighborhoods based on their desire and interest in working with a select group of elders. This relationship stafﬁng creates a
meaningful day and fosters a home-like environment for the elders they care for, as well as provides peace of mind and overall elder, patient
and staff satisfaction.
Hobson also worked to eliminate personal alarms, devices designed to alert staff by emitting a loud sound that a person’s position has
changed. Personal alarms were put in place to assist with reducing the risk for someone to fall but it actually increases their risk and decreases
the overall quality of life for the elder. Hobson’s role was to elicit buy-in from staff and families and help them understand the negative effects
of alarms. She instead focused on the opportunity to create a meaningful day for the elders, which in turn reduced the risk of falls.

The Harshaw Trane
Facility Design Award

Presented to an architectural ﬁrm that has demonstrated functional
or innovative design in a new or renovated healthcare facility, which
improves the delivery of care.

OWENSBORO HEALTH REGIONAL HOSPITAL, DESIGNED BY HGA
Patient and family-centered care was a priority for Owensboro Health. Using HGA’s unique Patient Experience process, physicians,
nurses and community members explored the attributes of the ideal patient experience, and created a vision for what should be in the
new facility. As a result of this collaboration, a number of distinct features contribute to patient safety and a healing environment that
enhances the patient experience.
HGA also facilitated a series of Process Transformation sessions to reinvent how care is delivered to support an outstanding patient
and staff experience, and deliver high-level outcomes efﬁciently and cost effectively. As a result of these efforts, the hospital includes
a decentralized inpatient environment and an interventional platform that maximizes sharing of staff support functions and minimizes
redundancy of space.
By designing with ﬂexibility and adaptability in mind, the project has created a healthcare destination that provides high quality care for
patients today. The campus master plan provides a strategy for how the hospital can grow, as well as how complementary outpatient
and healthcare related services can be added to the site.
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The BOK Financial
Aging Care Award

Presented to an organization that has advanced the level of care for the
senior community through innovative methods resulting in reduced costs
and improved quality of life.

HOSPICE OF THE BLUEGRASS
Through the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services Innovation, Hospice of the Bluegrass (HOB) developed the Kentucky Appalachian
Transition Services (KATS) program aimed at reducing hospital readmissions for an at-risk population using an evidence-based approach.
This program has received distinction from CMS for reducing unnecessary and unwanted readmissions and improving the quality of life
of patients and families.
HOB has partnered with a number of healthcare and community organizations to offer education to encourage individuals and their
families to have conversations about their goals, values and preferences for medical care in the context of serious illness. This education
is critical for ensuring that all individuals, and particularly seniors, receive medical care that is concordant with their goals, values and
preferences. HOB has also developed a program to use highly trained volunteers to provide telephonic support to caregivers as a way of
obviating weekend needs and attenuating caregiver distress.

The Seven Counties Services
Healthcare Advocacy Award

Presented to an individual or organization that has
worked to raise awareness of health challenges in our
region and worked to affect change.

MELISSA CURRIE, MD
Medical Director and Chief
Kosair Charities Division of Pediatric Forensic Medicine, University of Louisville Physicians
Melissa Currie, MD, is specialist in child abuse pediatrics and a member of the ﬁrst group of pediatricians nationwide to become board
certiﬁed in child abuse medicine. Currie sits on the newly legislated Governor’s Panel on Child Fatality Review and see many cases where
adults have failed to recognize early warning signs of abuse, and the child has suffered more as a result. Currie and her team provide
training on prevention, recognition, intervention, investigation and prosecution of child maltreatment to a wide variety of academic and
professional audiences.
Each year, they are seeing more and more examples of community professionals who are recognizing and reporting the early warning
signs of abuse and neglect. This program has seen a surge of cases that are being identiﬁed earlier—before devastating injury occurs.
While their ultimate goal is to prevent abuse from happening in the ﬁrst place, they are seeing the results of training efforts in the form of
safer kids and a safer community.
Currie helped with the passage of four different laws since 2010 that are related to child maltreatment. Three of those relate to mandatory
child abuse recognition training for a wide variety of professionals who work with children and one was the establishment of the
independent, multi-disciplinary Governor’s Panel on Child Fatality and Near Fatality Review.
Currie is also a founding member of the Face It® Movement, a 10 year initiative, led by Kosair Charities, with the vision that all children
in Jefferson County will be free from abuse and neglect by 2023.

The Physician of the Year Award

Presented to a physician who has shown outstanding leadership and vision
and has contributed to the workplace leaving a lasting legacy.

NEAL RICHMOND, MD
Former Medical Director and Chief Executive Officer, Louisville Metro EMS
While at Louisville Metro Emergency Medical Services (LMEMS), Neal Richmond, MD, designed several innovative programs that have
improved patient outcomes and reduced costs to the healthcare system. These include ongoing innovations to reduce 911 recidivism
from low-income senior living facilities and homeless shelters, as well as the Paramedic Patient Care Navigator program and the 911
Nurse Triage Initiative. Each year LMEMS received more than 100,000 individual calls for service, with more than 20,000 calls considered
nonemergent. This nurse-based triage program, supported by medical algorithms, colocates a trained nurse in the 9-1-1 center. Instead
of dispatching ambulances to nonemergent calls, those calls were referred to the nurse, who used a second, more in-depth algorithm to
identify a more appropriate care solution.
Richmond has also implemented programs to reduce hospital emergency department turnaround times (the amount of time it takes from
when an ambulance unloads a patient at a hospital until the crew becomes available to respond to another service call) for ambulances,
one of these initiatives having recently been published in Harvard’s Kennedy School Data Smart City Solutions Journal. Using data
collected from the Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system, LMEMS created a goal of reducing the average turnaround time below 30
minutes. This improvement in turnaround times was equivalent to adding one to two new ambulances and ﬁve full-time staff to the street
each day, which would cost about $1.4 million.
Richmond has focused on translating EMS from its traditional role in 911, into a broad framework for addressing public health issues. With
seed funding from Passport Health Plan and the Bloomberg Foundation, Richmond and his team work to improve quality of 911 patient
care, optimize system resources and decrease healthcare costs.
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The A. O. Sullivan Award for
Excellence in Education

Presented to an organization that takes creative approaches to developing and implementing programs,
which enhance the level of knowledge, education and career opportunity in healthcare.

KENTUCKY REGIONAL EXTENSION CENTER
The Kentucky Regional Extension Center (Kentucky REC), housed at the University of Kentucky, is one of a select group of organizations
throughout the United States charged with assisting providers, practices, and rural, critical access hospitals in the achievement of
Meaningful Use of Electronic Health Records (EHRs). The Kentucky REC was selected by the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services’ (HHS) Ofﬁce of the National Coordinator (ONC) for Health Information Technology to serve providers in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky.
Kentucky REC provides on-the-ground technical assistance for individual and small provider practices, medical practices lacking
resources to implement and maintain Electronic Health Records (EHRs), and those who provide primary care services in public and critical
access hospitals, community health centers, and other settings that mostly serve those who lack adequate coverage or medical care.
Due to a lack of resources and/or expertise, small provider practices historically have challenges optimizing health IT to improve the
quality of care they provide to their patients. Kentucky REC was designed to leverage local expertise to provide practical, customized
support to meet the needs of local healthcare providers, and do so in a non-biased synergistic way with private
sector organizations.

Congratulations to 2015 MediStar Nominees
The A.O. Sullivan Award for
Excellence in Education
Digenis Plastic Surgery Institute
Health Enterprises Network
UofL School of Medicine,
LGBT Health Curriculum
Louisville VA Hospital
Wound Care Unit
Norton Healthcare Office of
Workforce Development
Pediatric Residency Program,
Department of
Pediatrics, UofL
School of Medicine
Signature HealthCARE
Kentucky Regional
Extension Center
The Hall Render Leadership
in Healthcare Award
Sheila Carter, president,
Heartsong Memory Care
David Dunn, MD, PhD, executive
vice president for
Health Affairs,
University of Louisville
Kendra Grubb, MD,

cardiovascular surgeon,
UofL Physicians
Daniel Eichenberger, MD,
interim CEO and
chief medical officer,
Floyd Memorial Hospital
Mary Haynes, president/
CEO, Nazareth Home
Jerry Hoganson, president,
Wesley Manor
Retirement Community
Isaac Myers II, MD, chief health
integration officer,
Baptist Health
Helen Overfield, director,
American Diabetes
Association
Michael Shannon,
CEO, First Urology
Shiao Woo, MD, chairman,
UofL School of Medicine
Department of
Radiation Oncology
Anthony Zipple,
president and CEO,
Seven Counties Services

The Seven Counties Services
Healthcare Advocacy Award
Melissa Currie, MD, medical
director, Kosair Charities
Division of Pediatric
Forensic Medicine,
University
of Louisville Physicians
Rob Edwards, chief external
affairs officer, UK HealthCare
Family Community Clinic
Marta Miranda, chief
empowerment officer,
Center for Women
and Families
The Kentucky Life Sciences Council
Healthcare Innovation Award
Advanced Solutions
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, Enhanced Personal
Health Care Program
KentuckyOne Health, University
of Louisville and
Cardiovascular
Innovation Institute, Islet
Auto-transplantation

Program
KentuckyOne Health and
University of Louisville,
Percutaneous Valve Program
Louisville Metro EMS
Morrland Holdings
Norton Healthcare
Signature HealthCARE
Kentucky Regional
Extension Center
Union Springs
Integrative Medicine
UofL Departments of
Cardiovascular and Thoracic
Surgery and Bioengineering
The BOK Financial
Aging Care Award
ElderServe
Hospice of the Bluegrass
KentuckyOne Health and
University of Louisville
MD2U
UofL Division of Geriatrics
Wesley Manor Retirement
Community

The Harshaw Trane
Facility Design Award
UK HealthCare, Gill Heart
Institute New Inpatient Unit
Designed by GBBN
Architects
Family Health Centers –
East Broadway
Designed by JRA Architects
Seven Counties Services –
Center One
Owensboro Health
Regional Hospital
Designed by HGA
The Kentucky Association
of Health Care Facilities
Nurse of the Year Award
Carl Helvie, founder and
president, Carl O. Helvie
Holistic Cancer Foundation
Kim Hobson, director of
nursing, Nazareth Home
Whitney Nash, PhD, associate
dean of practice
and service, UofL
School of Nursing

Deanna Young, vice president
of nursing, Wesley Manor
Retirement Community
The Physician of the Year Award
Pukar Patel, chief medical
officer, Children’s Services,
Seven Counties Services
Gregory Postel, MD, CEO,
University of
Louisville Physicians
Neal Richmond, MD, CEO,
Louisville Metro EMS
Bart Rydzewski, MD, treasurer,
Diagnostic X-Ray
Physicians (DXP)
Joern Soltau, MD,
Eye Specialists,
University of
Louisville Physicians
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Angie Stokes with Harshaw Trane.

David Holton II, District Court Judge, with Andrea
Forshee (right) and Calleigh (middle).

Kevin Bauman with the University of Louisville.

Bridget Bunning with Nazareth Home (center) and
Mary Anne Burkardt with Sisters of Charity of Nazareth (right).

Ty Vierling of Harshaw Trane (left) and Steven Johnson of Owensboro Health (middle).

Ben Keeton, Publisher at IGE Media.

MediStar nominee Bart Rydzewski (far right) with
Diagnostic X-Ray Physicians and Lena Wozniak (2nd from
left) with daughters, Sophie and Nell Rydzewski.

Musician Brigid Kaelin.

MediStar Honoree Neal Richmond, MD,
with Louisville Metro EMS (center).
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Monique Kuykendoll with the
University of Louisville.

Philip Patterson with Owensboro Health (center), Janet Lively with
Harshaw Trane (left) and Angie Stokes with Harshaw Trane (right).

Tim Findley with Norton Healthcare (middle) with his
son, Trent Findley with NYLIFE Securities (right).

From left: Janet Johnson, Bruce Linder, Karen Bass, Sharon
Netherton, Janice Smith, Mallory Wafzig and Betsy Johnson
with Kentucky Association of Health Care Facilities.

From left: Linda McGinity Jackson, Ian Ramsey, Janet Craig, Oz Shariff,
Karen Paulin and Kelly White Bryant with Stites & Harbison.

Tom McMahon with UnitedHealthCare talks with Linda McGinity Jackson with Stites
& Harbison (left) and Kyle Keeney of Kentucky Life Sciences Council (right).

Ben Keeton with IGE Media and Kyle Keeney
with Kentucky Life Sciences Council.
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Guest Norma Laughlin.

From left: Brent McKune, Megan Housley, Stephanie
Strinko, Lynn Grigsby and Carol Steltenkamp, MD.

Craig Blakely with the
University of Louisville.

From left: Darla Townsend with Republic Bank, Sally McMahon with IGE Media,
Tom McMahon with UnitedHealthcare and Glenn Sullivan with Sullivan University.

Janet Lively (center) with Harshaw Trane.

From left: Jerome Granato, MD, MediStar Honoree,
Kendra Grubb, MD, and Tammy Smith.
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Same name, new look
Seven Counties Services’ updated brand keeps it focused
on the people served and people employed.
By Gwen Cooper
Seven Counties Services launched
a new web site in July as part of an enhanced brand strategy focusing on the
people served and employed by the organization. It’s a simple concept that
provides substantial bench strength to
help reposition the organization from
one that looked and felt like a quasigovernment agency to one that looks,
feels and acts like a nonprofit organization poised for community support.
Seven Counties Services is the preferred provider of behavioral healthcare
and developmental services in Bullitt,
Henr y, Jefferson, Oldham, Shelby,
Spencer and Trimble counties. The orContinued on page 17

A screen shot from Seven Counties Services’ new web site.
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Continued from page 16

ganization delivers community-based
treatment, support and ser vices for
persons with severe mental illnesses,
children with severe emotional and behavioral disorders, individuals with developmental or intellectual disabilities,
and adults and adolescents with addiction and substance abuse disorders.
The idea of rebranding had been discussed by leadership for several months
after focus groups revealed that while
Seven Counties had name recognition
among 90 percent of those asked, only
f ive percent knew what services were
provided. The idea that Seven Counties is a necessary resource and critical
service provider in Metro Louisville
is evident in the 34,000 people served
each year. But as funding cuts continue
to place current programs and services at
risk, the need to educate the community
about the opportunity to support Seven
Counties through donations and participation in special events and fundraisers
became evident. The new brand is the
first step in telling the stories of hope,
recovery and success that happen as a
result of the work inside Seven Counties’
footprint 365 days a year.
“Thinking about our people was
the catalyst behind the new look.”
— Tony Zipple, CEO, Seven
Counties Services

Hiring Help
After a competitive RFP, Seven
Counties hired Mightily, a full service
digital media and advertising agency
located in Louisville, to do a “total rethink” of how the brand should look and
feel. The look centers around the people
of Seven Counties, the feel is personal.
“Thinking about our people was the catalyst behind the new look. We’ve updated the look and feel of Seven Counties
to ref lect that we are truly a community
of people that live, work and help each

The idea that Seven Counties
is a necessary resource and
critical service provider in Metro
Louisville is evident in the 34,000
people served each year.
other live their best lives”, said CEO
Tony Zipple. “We are about the potential of each of us; the help we provide
to more than 34,000 people
each year makes each of us
better. We are productive,
important and viable members of our own communities and the bigger Louisville Metro Community”.
Mightily started the
new brand roll-out with a
complete redesign of the
web site. Mighti ly cofounder Pip Pullen said,
“The original site was like
every other public service
site — there was so much
information, you couldn’t
manage it”. The new web
site was designed with mobile devices in mind after
research showed that over
60 percent of Seven Counties clientele access the organization via their smartphones. “The first thing you
see on the mobile site are
phone numbers, so people in
crisis can immediately connect with help. The desktop
version has a heavier focus
on images and telling the
story of Seven Counties,”
Pullen said.
“Our new look says it
all; we make heroes every day by the courage our
patients show us in working towards recovery. We
make heroes every day in
the people who work tire-

lessly to help those in need. And we
make heroes every day in the families
that stay together and pay it for ward
when they help others turn to Seven
Counties for treatment, ser vices and
programs, that then again, help more
people”, said Zipple.
Throughout the site are W.O.W.
(why our mission works) statements that
convey heartfelt messages of strength,
resiliency and courage. The W.O.W.
statements are quickly becoming sig-

nature tag lines that everyone in the
community can embrace and begin to
identify with Seven Counties. The web
site is step one in the new brand rollout. Over the next few months Mightily
will use the expanded color pallet, the
W.O.W. statements and authentic pictures of clients and employees to design
new brochures, signage and banners for
Seven Counties.
— Gwen Cooper is with Seven Counties Services.
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FROM THE EXPERTS

Hidden costs of chips
Starting in October, credit card companies may no longer
pick up the tab for fraudulent transactions.
By David Adams
No, not potato
chips, micro-chips!
Beginning October
1, 2015, merchants
and card-issuers may
be liable for fraudulent t r a nsac t ions ,
depending on who’s
the #LeastTechSavvy. At present, credit
ADAMS
card companies, for
the most part, cover the costs of counterfeit transactions when they occur
over their networks.
However, after October 1, Visa,
MasterCard, Discover and American
Express have announced that whichever
party has not updated their technology

to meet the new EMV or Chip and Pin
cards will be responsible for the cost of
the fraudulent transaction.

How it Works
So how does this “Chip and Pin” technology work? It’s simple, instead of sliding
your debit/credit card through a slot, you’ll
place it on a reader, similar to the machine
we all currently use to swipe. This device
will read the micro-chip placed on the
front of the card, instead of the magnetic
strip we all see today.
The cards we use today store our unchanging information in the magnetic
strips we see on the back of our cards. Thus,
if someone is able to replicate the information on the magnetic strip, they have access
to whatever information is on the card.
The new Chip and Pin microchip’s
however, create a unique set of data that
is only used once per transaction. While
this difference won’t eviscerate fraud completely, if all goes as planned it certainly
could put a large dent in fraudulent activity.
Most countries have already transitioned to the EMV (which stands for
Europay, MasterCard and Visa) technology as a way to combat fraudulent card
transactions and will only accept Chip
and Pin Cards. The United States is not
completely lacking this technology, as
many banks have already begun issuing
Chip and Pin cards and some merchants,
including Walmart, have updated to
EMV technology.
Liability Shift
As for the liability shift, it seems to
be more of an encouragement for cohesiveness in the regulations than an actual shift in liability. The goal is to limit
fraudulent transactions, not to actually
shift the liability.
So, for example, if a woman goes to
make a purchase with a Chip and Pin card
and the merchant does not have the reader

to accept the micro-chip, the merchant will
be liable for any fraudulent transaction that
occurs. If a woman goes to make a purchase with a magnetic strip card and the
merchant has an EMV device that accepts
the Chip and Pin cards, the bank issuing
the magnetic strip card will be liable. In
other words, whichever party has not complied with the change, will be liable for the
fraudulent transfer.
There is no reasonable expectation that
on October 1 all magnetic strip cards will
vanish into thin air. As of now, Chip and
Pin cards will still have a magnetic strip,
just to give merchants a chance to adjust
to the new machines. And, consumers will
be able to use both the strip and the chip,
eliminating any lapse in the ability to use
credit or debit cards.
As you can imagine, there are still
some kinks to work out. For example,
whether you use a pin number depends
on the technology connected to EMV
card and not whether the card is a debit or
credit card. In the future, credit cards and
debit cards will have unique personal identification numbers. Since many of the new
EMV devices aren’t prepared to accept pin
numbers yet, during the transition, most
consumers will actually be using chip and
signature cards.

There is no reasonable
expectation that on October
1 all magnetic strip cards
will vanish into thin air.

This may cause some issues with usage
overseas, especially in places using Kiosks
that only accept Chip and Pin cards. Despite the issues, your chances of being able
to make a purchase overseas with a transitional chip and signature card are much
higher than without it.
Fuel vendors will have some extra
time (two more years exactly) to transition
to the new technology for pay at the pump
transactions. Some patience will be necessary, especially for those people who always
seem to end up in a line with someone at
the register having card issues. But, maybe
you can pick up a bag of BBQ potato chips
while you wait… or not.
— David Adams is a partner at Stites &
Harbison and leads the Georgia Office Banking Team for the firm.
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KentuckyOne Health was first in Kentucky to perform
open heart surgery, first with transcatheter aortic valve
replacement, first with ventricular assist devices, first with
MitraClip procedure. We perform the most technologically
advanced heart procedures in the region, because with each
new first, we give more people a second chance at life.
See all of our firsts at KentuckyOneHealth.org/Heart.
Jewish Heart Care and Saint Joseph Heart Institute
are now known as KentuckyOne Health Heart and Vascular Care.

KentuckyOne Health. The one name in heart care.
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UK Researcher Developing Overdose Treatment
By Keith Hautala, Dave Melanson
Jan 17, 2014
__________________________
______________
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Jan. 24, 2014)
— Chang-Guo Zhan, professor in the
University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy’s Department of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, received a three-year, $1.8 million National Institutes of Health (NIH)
grant to develop a therapeutic treatment
for cocaine overdose.
The development of an anti-cocaine
medication for the treatment of cocaine
overdose has challenged the scientific
community for years. In fact, there is
no current FDA-approved anti-cocaine
overdose medication on the market.
“According to federal data, cocaine
is the No. 1 illicit drug responsible for
drug overdose related emergency department visits,” Zhan said. “More than half
a million people visit emergency rooms
across the country each year due to cocaine overdose.”
This new grant is the fourth in a
series of investigator-initiated research
project (R01) awards that Zhan has received from the NIH to continue to
discover and develop a cocaine abuse
therapy. In previous work, Zhan has developed unique computational design approaches to generate of high activity variants of butyrylcholinesterase (BChE), a
naturally occurring human enzyme that
rapidly transforms cocaine into biologically inactive metabolites.
Zhan and his collaborators have improved BChE catalytic activity specifically against cocaine by 4,000 times. The
focus of this new grant is to optimize and
stabilize these high-activity BChE variants. The hope is that at the end of this
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grant, this therapy will be ready for clinical development.
“Dr. Zhan’s lab is at the leading-edge
of cocaine overdose therapy,” said Linda
Dwoskin, associate dean for research
at the UK College of Pharmacy. “This
grant is the culmination of the pre-clinical, innovative and groundbreaking work
that has been taking place in Dr. Zhan’s
laboratory for many years. The next step
will be to move this potential therapy
into clinical use and make it available to
those who need it.”
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“HANDSTAND”, BRONZE BY TUSKA, LEXINGTON, KY. A DECEASED UK FINE ARTS PROFESSOR, TUSKA WAS FASCINATED WITH THE
BEAUTY AND ATHLETICISM OF THE HUMAN FORM.

